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1. Summary
1.1 SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The ion compositions measured in situ in the solar wind are important since the ion fractions
carry information on the plasma conditions in the inner corona. The conditions in the inner corona
define the properties of the solar wind plasma flow. Thus, if the ion fraction measurements can be
used to unravel some of the plasma parameters in the inner corona, they will provide a valuable
contribution to solving the heating and acceleration problem of the solar wind.
The ion charge states in the solar wind carry information on electron temperature, electron
density and ion flow speed. They are also sensitive to the shape of the electron distribution
function. Through carefully modeling the solar wind and calculating the ion fractions predicted for
different solar wind conditions, constraints on the electron temperature and ion flow speeds can be
placed if the electron density is measured using polarization brightness measurements.
1.2 PROGRESS MADE
Over the past few years we have re-evaiuated the atomic physics inherent in the interpretation
of ion charge states, and we have estimated the possible effects of non-Maxwellian distribution
functions. The results of these investigations were used to carry out a parameter study on the
effect of high ion outflow speeds on the charge state distribution.
Flow speeds recently derived from chromospheric/transition region and coronal observations
indicate that the solar wind acceleration process takes place at heights in the solar atmosphere
much lower than previously imagined. Doppler dimming observations of the O VI 1032/1037 /_
spectral lines show that this is not only true for the background electron-proton solar wind but also
for minor ions. The limits that these observations place on the flow speed of the 0 +5 ions are at
least a factor of 3 to 4 higher than the highest flow speeds expected from earlier minor ion studies
It is likely that other ions reach similar speeds in the inner corona.
The interpretation of in situ charge state observations was re-examined in light of these new
velocity measurements. Large flow speeds imply that some species are not close to equilibrium in
the inner corona at any distance. Given a large deviation from equilibrium the use of charge state
ratios to determine equilibrium temperatures is no longer appropriate.
Using the newest available atomic data together with the most recent observational constraints
on electron temperatures, electron densities and flow speeds, we found models with high minor ion
outflow speeds of the order of the O +5 outflow speed (about 130 to 230 km s -1 below 3 Rs) that
are consistent with charge state observations.
Thesolarwindmodelsthat whereusedto matchtheobservedchargestatesofO, C,Fe,andSiare
shownin Figure1 (dashedandsolidlines) togetherwith all theobservationalconstraintspresently
availablein the inner corona. Theseconstraintsare derivedfrom very differentobservational
techniquesuchasIPS,spectralline measurementsandpolarizationbrightnessmeasurements.
Wewereableto showthat if the ion flowspeedsin the innercoronaare largerthanpreviously
expected,alsotheelectrontemperatureat whichthesechargestatesareproducedhasto behigher.
The traditional modelsusedin chargestateinterpretationunderestimatetheelectrontemperature
(Figure2). The electrontemperaturesderivedfrom the studiesareshownin Figurelc. Figure3
showsthe calculatedion fractionstogetherwith the observedvaluesfrom ULYSSES.
The modelstudy alsoshowedthat the interpretationof chargestatesshouldbecomplemented
by measurementsof minor ion spectrallines in the inner coronaif possiblesincethis is the only
wayonecanconstrainthe ion flowspeed.Wethereforedesignedanobservationalstudyof minor
ionsion the inner coronausingthe UVCS instrumenton SOHOsupplementedby otherSOHO
instrumentssuchasLASCO,SUMERandCDS.We arecurrentlyanalyzingthedata, anda paper
on the UVCSobservationsis currentlybeenwritten. This studyshowsthat the minor ionsin the
innercoronaarenot necessarilyheatedin the sameway. Wefind that 0 +5 is heated much more
than Mg +9. The discrepancy between the two ions is much larger than expected from any theory.
This also implies that the two ion species will not be accelerated in the same way. This result agrees
with the results from a parameter study comparing O and Mg ion charge states which showed that
it is easy to fit the observed O charge states assuming high coronal flow speeds, but the same is
not true for the Mg ions. The Mg ions that we studied showed a tendency to better fit the lower
flow speeds.
Figure 1. Summary of observationally constraint plasma parameters in the inner corona, a)
flow speeds are constraint by in situ ULYSSES measurements (upper dashed and solid lines), flow
speeds derived from ULYSSES measurements and the assumption of constant particle flux (solid
dots), Ly-a Doppler dimming observations (solid triangles and squares), 0 +5 Doppler dimming
(open triangels) and He 10830 A line asymmetry (stars). c) Electron densities are constraint by
polarization brightness measurements (dots) and spectral line intensity measurements (stars). c)
Electron temperatures are constraint by intensity ratio measurements of different spectral lines.
The dashed and solid lines are the values calculated from the models.
Figure 2. Figures a and be demonstrates that an increase in the O flow speed has to be matched
by an increase in the electron temperature if the ion ratio of 0 +7 to 0 +2 is constant, c) shows the
condition very close to the coronal base where an equilibrium situation is approached.
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Figures 3 and 4. Ion fractions calculated with the models in Figure 1 and the ratios observed in
situ by ULYSSES.
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